Introduction
College courses on digital design, also called logic design or digital systems, continue to be required by programs in computer engineering, electrical engineering, and computer science. Studying digital design provides students with a solid understanding of how computers work from the bottom up, and forms the basis for study of computer architecture, both of which enhance student confidence and maturity, and can lead to better software designers who understand hardware resources. And, some students embark on careers involving digital design, perhaps creating interface logic, custom accelerator logic, or new generalpurpose computing architectures, using custom/semicustom chips or fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGAs).
Like many computing and engineering topics, studying digital design involves a combination of learning concepts and developing skills. For example, students must learn the concepts of Boolean algebra that involve various properties, and students must develop skills in applying those properties to minimize logic equations. Active learning, such as answering questions or creating designs, is known to be more effective than lessactive learning, such as listening to long lectures or reading numerous pages of text 4 . Active learning is more effective not only for developing skills, but also for learning concepts.
Traditional textbooks essentially represent a passive learning experience; the reading and viewing of numerous pages of text and figures is akin to listening to a lengthy lecture. As such, students (especially today's students, but past students as well) often don't learn well from reading textbooks. In part for that reason (along with other reasons like rising prices), our analyses and those of others show that about a third of students today don't even acquire the "required" textbook in a digital design course, and those that do don't make extensive use of the book.
Furthermore, instructors are finding that grading assigned homework is becoming even harder than before, as grading resources have shrunk (especially since the budget crises starting in 2008). Attempts to deal with such shrinking resources tend to be ineffective; not grading homeworks and instead telling students the homework is for their own good leads most students to not do the homework, and grading only a subset of homework problems results in many disgruntled students upset that their work was "wasted" or their low score is based on just a couple nonrepresentative problems. Also, even with plenty of grading resources, the long time feedback loop reduces the learning opportunity, since students don't realize mistakes until graded items are returns several days (or even weeks) later, when the student has moved on to other material.
As a result of the above problems, we embarked in 2014 on creating new digital design material, utilizing the power of the web to create interactive material. This paper summarizes several features of the interactive material for key digital design topics: Boolean algebra, combinational circuits, Kmaps, finite state machines, highlevel state machines, and datapaths. The paper describes an integrated homework system built around those features. The interactive material of course covers digital design topics not included in this paper for space reasons, such as creating sequential circuits to implement FSMs.
Having its roots in 2014 rather than in the 1980's when digital design dealt with much smaller circuits, the material also strives to teach a modern view of digital design, going bottom up as before, but being sure to reach registertransferlevel design as promptly as reasonable.
Boolean algebra
Digital design is based on the mathematics and properties of Boolean algebra. Gaining understanding of and experience with those properties is among the first learning tasks. As such, we developed a new webbased tool to allow a student to immediately apply the properties of Boolean algebra to equations. The tool, shown below, presents a pallette of properties, and then autogenerates a goal equation and an initial equation. The student must apply properties onebyone to convert the initial equation into the goal equation. Another tool version has more properties, and allows the properties to be applied lefttoright (as below) or righttoleft as well. The tool is integrated within the webbased learning material. A homework system autogenerates successively harder problems for a student to solve. Scores per student are reported to the instructor. 
Combinational circuits
A student next learns how logic gates that implement Boolean algebra's operations of AND, OR, and NOT can be connected as combinational circuits to implement Boolean functions. Normally, a student would learn Boolean functions and combinational circuits conceptually in lecture and via homeworks, while any practice is done separately in labs having circuit simulation tools. Instead, we developed a combinational circuit simulator, shown below, that executes in the web browser. Nearly every example circuit, starting with when an AND gate is first introduced, is shown not as a static figure, but loaded in the circuit simulator. Thus, students can immediately see how the circuits operate dynamically. Additionally, homework problems are built on the simulator: A Boolean function is autogenerated, and the student must create an equivalent circuit, with equivalence being automatically checked. If the student's circuit is wrong, the difference is shown, and then another function of the same complexity is autogenerated. If the student's circuit is correct, a progressively harder function is generated. Such a "progression tool" is a common pattern in the homework problems in the material, typically with about 5 progression levels. 
Kmaps
Kmaps are a graphical technique for minimizing twolevel logic. While no longer a job task, Kmaps are quite useful for learning, giving students insight on how algebraic techniques are applied to yield minimized circuits. We developed several Kmap progression tools for homework purposes, including finding minterms on a Kmap, and writing the term that corresponds to a cell or circle on a Kmap. Below is the most advanced of those tools, which asks a student to create a minimized twolevel equation by drawing the fewest and largest circles. The tool starts with simple problems like a single 1 on the Kmap, and presents progressively harder problems like having 1's that wrap leftright or having three adjacent 1's (so the middle 1 should be included in two circles). The tool automatically shows how a circle corresponds to a series of applied algebraic properties. If the student didn't draw circles yielding minimized equations, the tool shows the correct circles. 
Finite state machines (FSMs)
An FSM describes desired behavior of a sequential circuit, just as an equation describes desired behavior of a combinational circuit. Students often have difficulty understanding FSMs because an FSM represents a dynamic thing, but is usually just shown statically. Instructors try to show an FSM's dynamic nature by pointing to (or coloring) one state at a time in lectures. We built a browserbased FSM simulator. Many examples are shown in the simulator rather than as a static figure, so that students can simulate the FSM to see dynamic behavior (and alter the FSM to see the impact). A progression tool is also built on the simulator to provide homework problems, where the student is asked to create an FSM having particular behavior. Problems are autogenerated and get progressively harder, and are autograded. 
Highlevel state machines (HLSMs)
Being written for modern digital design, the material includes coverage of registertransfer level (RTL) design. An HLSM describes the designed behavior of an RTL design. The material includes an HLSM simulator, similar to the FSM simulator, as well as a progression tool built on the simulator for homework. 
Datapath building
A key part of RTL design is designing a datapath able to support an HLSM's data operations (after which the HLSM can be converted to a controlling FSM). Thus, we developed a datapath builder. The resulting datapath can be simulated by clicking on the control and clock input values on the left. A progression tool is built on the simulator, for homework purposes. 
HDL simulation
Many digital design courses introduce hardware description languages (HDLs), like Verilog or VHDL. In the future, we hope to incorporate a full HDL simulator, likely via a window to a remote server (as we do for learning materials on C, C++, Java, Python, and MATLAB). Presently, we include a constrained simulation for specific topics, like shown below for a combinational process involving a single assignment statement. 
Autogenerated autograded homework
In general, our philosophy has been to shift emphasis away from creating endofsection exercises and solution manuals, and instead spend (much more) effort to create autogenerated, autograded homework activities, mostly in the form of progression tools. Reasons include:
• Illicitlyposted solutions to endofsection exercises for many textbooks are available online today. Plus, a major collegefocused web company created solutions to such exercises, selling them to students, yielding a top revenue source for the company.
• Autogenerated problems tend to be harder to copy among students, since each student gets unique problems. Our analyses also show that students will earnestly attempt welldesigned learning activities, without trying to copy answers even when those answers are easily available. The progression tool approach presents simpler problems first and progresses to harder problems, and often provides solutions/hints to wrong answers followed by generating a similardifficulty problem; as such, the tool "adapts" to the student, providing multiple problems until the student gets the problem right, before progressing to harder problems. Cheating is thus mostly unnecessary.
• Students get immediate feedback. An advantage is that students are immediately informed of mistakes, can learn from them, and correct them. A disadvantage is that students may repeatedly guess until completing the activity.
• Automated homework eliminates much or all homework grading for instructors, freeing instructors to perform higher value activities with students, while also enabling instructors to assign the amount of homework the teacher feels is best for students, without worrying about grading.
Animations, learning questions, and less text
The above discussion focused on the builtin webbased simulators and automated homework problems in the material. In addition, the material has been written natively for the web, and thus has a very different appearance than a textbook ported to the web. In particular, whereas a textbook author's only available teaching mechanisms are text and figures, a webmaterial author also has available interactive mechanisms like animations, learning questions, and tools. Thus, natively writing for the web results in more subject being taught via those other mechanisms, necessarily resulting in less text and fewer static figures. The result is a rather differentlooking "book", which at first glance appears light or supplementary, but instead has much of the learning done in a different form (which our studies show yield improved learning outcomes).
Independently, for any text that is written, we have focused on using the fewest words possible. Such minimaltext writing is harder than writing more text. In fact, often the text is first written in a lengthier form, and then reduced without losing meaning. One might consider the effort that goes into a newspaper headline, to understand how hard minimizing text can be. Minimal text has been shown to improve learning by over 100% 3 ; students are more likely to read minimal text carefully and thus learn the concepts therein.
Below is an example discussion, on the topic of timing diagrams. A few lines of text define the concept. The animation dynamically shows the timing diagram growing to the right (which can't be shown in this static paper, obviously). The learning questions in this case replace what would normally be an example presented as text and a figure, instead engaging the student to complete the various parts and showing a brief explanation for each part; such questions are not quizzes or homework, but rather a replacement for lengthier text. As an analogy, rather than lecturing to the student for 10 minutes (via several pages of text and figures), the material lectures for a few minutes (via minimal text), and then has a dialog with the student (via the learning questions and their explanations). We utilize various types of learning questions: true/false, multiple choice, short answer, and matching. In all cases, explanations are included (as well as hints); especially explaining why a wrong answer is wrong, thus breaking down student misconceptions (which education research has found is crucial to enable learning). 
Time to develop
The interactive material described above is harder to develop and maintain than traditional textbook material (two of the authors have published traditional textbooks). As one obvious indicator, the material is often developed first by writing text and drawing figures (as for a traditional textbook), followed by an additional stage of replacing some text/figures by an animation, and replacing other text by learning questions. Learning questions especially require much attention. Furthermore, focusing on minimal text requires even more time.
Separately, developing the simulators and progression tools required software development time. Some simulators required about 23 days of development, while others required several weeks. Furthermore, building a progression tool on top of a simulator typically requires another 23 days per tool. In addition to such software development time, the authors must also contribute time to define and refine each simulator and tool, typically totally about 48 hours per item.
Beyond initial development, interactive material is harder to maintain. Software must sometimes be upgraded in response to browser updates, or adjusted to work around browser bugs. Software bugs of course must be fixed. Furthermore, being webbased material, the opportunity exists to receive feedback instantly from users, and we take full advantage of that opportunity 5 . Thus, the material is continually being updated to be clearer, and fix any errors (rarely does more than one person ever see an error).
In short, we estimate that developing the webbased digital design material required about 2x more initial effort (well over 1500 hours), and then incurs ongoing maintenance/upgrades of perhaps 610 hours per month on average. However, we believe that such webbased publishing of interactive material represents the future of collegelevel learning material.
Experiences
The material is published as a zyBook (see zyBooks.com). The material has been used at over 40 universities since being published in 2014, with the number growing. Feedback from instructors and students has been very positive.
A common problem for instructors is that instructors know that students learn through homework, but grading such homework is extremely resource intensive. The abovedescribed material has about 1,000 short learning questions (participation activities), and about 100 autogenerated challenge activities (homeworklike problems such as using a Kmap for minimizing logic, or drawing a simple circuit or state machine), all autograded. Grading such activities manually, as done in the past, would have required approximately 20 sec per learning question and 1 minute per challenge activity, totalling 1000*0.2 + 100*1 = 300 minutes of grading time per student. Our class at ____ has about 100 students per class, meaning grading time of 300 * 100 = 30,000 minutes or 500 hours. However, our teaching assistant time is 300 hours for the entire class, and of course TAs can spend all their time grading either. What thus happened before was that far less homework would be assigned than was desired, totalling about 50 hours for the class' duration. Furthermore, feedback would not be returned until at least a week later, diminishing the usefulness. With the new interactive material, students can be assigned sufficient tasks for before class (participation activities) and after class (challenge activities), and yet no teaching resources are spent on creating or grading such items. Furthermore, our previous analyses show that about 95% of students earnestly work on those activities, as opposed to cheating the system to earn points. Completion rates of the activities by students are nearly 100%.
Several instructors report substantially improved student outcomes. In previous work, we showed via randomized controlled studies that students learn more from such interactive material 1 (16% improvement, with the initially weakest students showing 64% improvement), and via crosssemester analyses showing that classes who switch to such interactive material see student grades improve by about 1/3rd a letter grades 2 . Via surveys, we have found that 1/3 of students previously acquired the "required" textbook, whereas nearly 100% acquire such interactive material (due to activity completion contributing to their grade).
Conclusions
We described new webnative learning material for digital design, intended to replace existing textbooks, as well as to provide an integrated automated homework system. The material is intended to help students learn concepts while also developing skills related to digital design. The autograding not only provides immediate feedback, but greatly reduces the teaching resources needed to create and grade homework assignments.
